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Abstract

The scope of this thesis is to develop a model, under the context of the Oil & Gas Industry, that incorporates a
switching option, for the oil to the gas market, with two abandonment options – one for the oil market and another for
the gas market, that can be exercised only if the company exercises the switching option. The underlying assumptions
of this new model includes some specifications regarding the reservoir – the company must be exploring a reservoir in
a declining phase, with an exponentially decaying rate –, the market behaviour – the oil and gas price dynamics follows
a geometric Brownian motion – and the type of investment – the investment is irreversible, instantaneous and can be
done during the lifetime of the reservoir. In order to implement the model, we will use some results for optimal stopping
problems, a class of problems under the context of real options analysis. Furthermore, we will derive analytical results
regarding the optimal oil and gas prices for each option, as well as some numerical results, namely the comparative
statics analysis, to assess the sensitivity of the optimal prices to changes on the market conditions. Lastly, we will
propose a method to estimate the oil and gas exit times, under the current market conditions. This new approach will
be essential for the Oil & Gas Industry, since the commodities’ market are under downward and volatile pressures, with
decommissioning costs substantially high that are an important lever for an optimal decision.
Keywords: Optimal stopping problems, Quasi analytical approach, Oil & Gas Industry, Real options analysis, Abandon-
ment and Switching problems

1. Introduction

The bearish environment in commodities prices, during
the past years, is putting under pressure oil and prices,
due to the latest trends in the market.

According to financial analysts, the new normal on
petroleum market promises to be volatile. Therefore, one
important decision for oil producers, with reservoirs in
a declining phase, that have sufficient gas reserves, is to
consider if, during this highly volatile and bearish environ-
ment, it is optimal to abandon the oil field or to switch to
gas exploration. Both procedures of abandon and switch
are costly and are known as decommission. The decom-
mission process involves a high investment sunk cost, due
to regulatory and environmental obligations, that impose
the need of lifting and transporting a superstructure that
stands above the waves. These sunk costs are even more
important to consider for high costs producers, such as the
ones that operate in North Sea oilfields.

Therefore, under the current commodities trends, it is
not easy to assess what is the optimal decision for a com-
pany operating in such conditions. In this paper, we want
to define a new method to evaluate the best strategic deci-
sions, that lead to the maximization of the expected long
run profit, using real options analysis.

2. Background

In this chapter, we will cover some important concepts
that are central for investments under uncertainty.

2.1. Optimal Stopping Problems
The main goal of optimal stopping problems is to deter-
mine the optimal time to take an action, in order to opti-
mize an expected cost or reward.

Let (Ω,F ,P) be a probability space associated with a
d-dimensional {Ft}-Wiener process Wt. We denoted by
X = {Xt, t ≥ 0} a stochastic process with state space
S = Rn that evolves according to the following SDE:

dXt = b(Xt)dt+ σ(Xt)dWt, X0 = x (1)

where b and σ are functions such that b : Rn → Rn and
σ : Rn → Rn×d.

The reward function J associated with an optimal stop-
ping problem can be expressed as[1]:

J(x, τ) = E

[∫ τ

0
e−rsg(Xs)ds+ e−rτh(Xτ )1{τ<∞}

]
(2)

where τ is a stopping time, r is the discount factor, that
we assume constant, g is the running reward function and
h is the terminal reward function. The value function V
associated with the reward function J is a function V :
Rn → R, such that:

V (x) = sup
τ∈S

J(x, τ) (3)

where x denotes the initial state of the process X and S is
the set of all {Ft}-stopping times.

In order to find the optimal stopping time τ∗ ∈ S, that
optimizes the value function V , we will define two com-
plementary regions, for each x ∈ Rn: the continuation
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and the stopping regions. The decision rule is such that,
when we exit the continuation rule, defined as D, the op-
timal decision is to stop, therefore:

D = {x ∈ R : V (x) > h(x)} (4)

The dynamic programming equation for optimal stop-
ping problems corresponds to:

max{−rV (x) +AV (x) + g(x), h(x)− V (x)} = 0, x ∈ R (5)

where A is the infinitesimal generator. The above equa-
tion is called Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equation. As we
can see by the past derivations, there is no explicit de-
pendence on the continuation region D. The decision
of continuing or stopping is given by the min operator,
since the first member is related to the continuation re-
gion and the second member is related to the stopping
region. Therefore, the continuation region is given by
D = {x ∈ R : V (x) < h(x)}, as we originally guessed.
For more information, regarding the deduction of the dy-
namic programming equation, see [2].

2.2. Abandonment Model
In this section, we will solve the abandonment option
problem in a offshore petroleum platform, using a simi-
lar approach of [4]. In this case, we only deal with one
source of uncertainty, related with the oil price, that we
assume that follows a geometric Brownian motion:

dXoil,t = αoilXoil,tdt+ σoilXoil,tdWoil,t (6)

where αoil is the risk adjusted drift, σoil is the volatility
and dZoil,t is the increment of a standard Brownian pro-
cess, associated with the oil dynamics.

This model assumes that the decommissioning process
entails costs related to activities such as plugging wells
and removal of facilities, which are denoted by Aoil. Ad-
ditionally, since we are dealing with oil fields in the de-
clining phase, we assume that the oil output from the
field is exponentially declining over time, i.e., Roil,t =
Roil,0e

−θoilt, where θoil is the declining factor of the as-
sociated oil field and Roil,0 is the initial production rate.
Furthermore, the operating costs associated with the oil
extraction are fixed and known and do not depend on the
oil output, being denoted by Eoil. Hence, if oil production
is abandoned at an optimal time τ1, given the current oil
price xoil, then the value of the oil field is given by:

V (xoil) = sup
τ∈S

E

[ ∫ τ

0

(Xoil,tRoil,0e
−θoilt − Eoil)e−rtdt− e−rτAoil

]
(7)

where we assume that r is the risk-free rate, constant
over time and the expected value is a conditional expected
value on the current oil price xoil.

By defining the stochastic process Yoil = {Yoil,t =
Xoil,te

−θoilt, t ≥ 0}, we conclude that it defines a geo-
metric Brownian motion, with drift rate α? = αoil − θoil
and volatility rate σoil. Moreover, 7 can be rewritten as:

V (yoil) = sup
τ

E
[ ∫ τ

0

(Yoil,tRoil,0 − Eoil)e−rtdt− e−rτAoil
]

= sup
τ

E
[ ∫ τ

0

g(Yoil,t)e
−rt

dt+ e
−rτ

h(Yoil,t)

]
−
Eoil

r

(8)

1τ should be such that maximizes the value of the company.

where g(yoil) = yoilRoil,0, h(yoil) = −Aoil + Eoil
r and

yoil = xoil.
Using the result 5, for the continuation region D, we

obtain the following:

1

2
(σ2
oil)
∗y2V ′′(y) + (α?)∗yV ′(y)− r∗V (y) + y = 0 (9)

where (α?)∗ = α?

Roil,0
, (σ2

oil)
∗ =

σ2
oil

Roil,0
and r∗ = r

Roil,0
. Let’s

test a possible solution to the previous equation:

V (y) = A1y
β2 +

Roil,0y

r + θoil − αoil
(10)

By plug in this solution on equation 9, we conclude that
it is in fact a solution if β2 is the negative root of:

Q(β2) =
1

2
σ2β2(β2 − 1) + αβ2 − r = 0 (11)

In the stopping region, the function V will be equal to
the terminal cost associated with the abandonment of the
oil field, that it is denoted by function h – equation 5. This
condition is known as value-matching and implies that:

A2(y∗)β2 +
Roil,0y

∗

r + θoil − αoil
= −Aoil +

Eoil

r
(12)

where y∗ corresponds to the maximum oil price in which
is optimal to abandon the oil field

The smooth-pasting condition implies that V ′(y∗) = 0.
Therefore:

A2β2(y∗)β2−1 +
Roil,0

r + θoil − αoil
= 0 (13)

Solving the system of equations 12 and 13, we obtain
the value of A1 and the threshold value y∗:

y∗ =
β2

β2 − 1

(
−Aoil +

Eoil

r

)
r + θoil − αoil

Roil,0
(14)

A2 = −

(
β2(r + θoil − αoil)

Roil,0

)−β2[
1

β2 − 1

(
− Aoil +

Eoil

r

)]1−β2

(15)

2.3. Switching Model
This is a problem that involves two sources of uncertainty
– the oil and gas prices. In this case, we assume that the
price dynamics of oil and gas follows a geometric Brow-
nian motion, with drift rate αoil and αgas, and volatility
rate σoil and σgas, respectively:

dXI,t = αIXI,tdt+ σIXI,tdWI,t, with I ∈ {oil, gas}
(16)

where dWI,t represents the infinitesimal increment of a
standard Brownian motion, with I ∈ {oil, gas}. Addition-
ally, we assume that dWoil,t and dWgas,t are correlated,
with a correlation coefficient ρ.

Moreover, we assume that the switching from oil to gas
exploration entails costs, that are fixed and known, being
denoted by S and this methodology is related with oil and
gas fields in a declining phase, implying that the output
decreases exponentially, with decaying rate θI and initial
production RI,0, with I ∈ {oil, gas}. The operating costs
associated with the oil and gas extraction are denoted by
Eoil and Egas, respectively.
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By denoting by τ the switching time between oil and
gas explorations, the value function corresponds to:

V (xoil, xgas) = sup
τ

E
[ ∫ τ

0

(Xoil,tRoil,0e
−θoilt − Eoil)e−rtdt

+

∫ ∞
τ

(Xgas,tRgas,0e
−θgast − Egas)e−rtdt− e−rτS

]
= sup

τ
E
[ ∫ τ

0

g(Yoil,t)e
−rt

dt+ e
−rτ

h(Xgas,t)

]
−
Eoil

r
(17)

where xoil and xgas denote the current oil and
gas prices, Yoil,t = Xoil,te

−θoilt, g(Yoil,t) =
Yoil,tRoil,0 and h(Xgas,t) defined by h(Xgas,t) =∫∞
τ
Xgas,tRgas,0e

−θgaste−r(t−τ)dt+ [−S +
Eoil−Egas

r ].
According to equation 5, V has to satisfy the following

equation, on the continuation region D, with the infinites-
imal generator associated with both processes:

1

2
σ
2
oilY

2
oil

∂2V

∂Y 2
oil

+
1

2
σ
2
gasX

2
gas

∂2V

∂X2
gas

+ ρσoilσgasYoilXgas
∂2V

∂Yoil∂Xgas
+

(αoil − θoil)Yoil
∂V

∂Yoil
+ αgasXgas

∂V

∂Xgas
− rV + YoilRoil,0 = 0

(18)

Let’s assume a possible solution of 182:

V (Y1, X2) = AY β1 X
η
2 + c

Y1

r − (αoil − θoil)
(19)

where c is a constant to be determined:

AY β1 X
η
2

[
1

2
σ2
oilβ(β − 1) +

1

2
σ2
gasη(η − 1) + ρσoilσgasηβ+

(αoil − θoil)β + αgasη − r
]

+ c
Y1[(αoil − θoil)− r]
r − (αoil − θoil)

+

Y1Roil,0 = 0

c = Roil,0

(20)

The conditions for V be a solution of 18 are that β and
η are roots of Q(β, η) and c = Roil,0. With the value-
matching and smooth-pasting conditions, we can obtain
A and the threshold oil and gas prices, y∗1 and x∗2, respec-
tively:

V (y∗1 , x
∗
2) =

x∗2Rgas,0

r + θgas − αgas
− S +

Eoil

r
−
Egas

r
(21)


∂V (Y1, X2)

∂P

∣∣∣∣
Y1=Y

∗
1 ,X2=X

∗
2

= 0

∂V (Y1, X2)

∂C

∣∣∣∣
Y1=Y

∗
1 ,X2=X

∗
2

=
Rgas,0

r + θgas − αgas

(22)

These last results imply that:

y∗1 = −
r − (αoil − θoil)
r − (αgas − θgas)

Rgas,0

Roil,0

β

η
x∗2 (23)

and that:

x∗2
Rgas,0

r − (αgas − θgas)
1− η − β

η
+ S −

Eoil − Egas
r

= 0 (24)

2From now on, Y1 denotes Yoil and X1 denotes Xgas

2.3.1 Determination of a solution

For the obtainment of a solution, we will use a quasi-
analytical approach. In this problem, we have to deter-
mine the parameters A, β, η and the threshold values y∗1
and x∗2.

Therefore, for each x∗2, we obtain values for the remain-
ing parameters, based on the following approach:

1. Determine β and η, by solving the following system
of equations:

x∗2
Rgas,0

r − (αgas − θgas)
1− η − β

η
+ S −

Eoil − Egas
r

= 0

Q(β, η) = 0

(25)

2. Determine Ŷ1, by equation:

y∗1 = −
r − (αoil − θoil)
r − (αgas − θgas)

Rgas,0

Roil,0

β

η
x∗2 (26)

3. Switching and Abandonment Model
In this section, we will present a problem that incorporates
both switching and abandonment options, into one value
function.

3.1. Mathematical Formulation
The new approach has two underlying processes, the oil
and gas prices, that we assume that follow a Geometric
Brownian Motion.

The value function V corresponds to the optimal total
firm’s value. In this case, the company will start by ex-
ploring the oil reservoir from 0 to τ1. Then, at τ1, the
company should decide optimally between two different
approaches:

• The company might exit the oil market directly, at
time τ1, without entering the gas market.

• The company might switch from oil to gas explo-
ration. After the switching, the company operates in
the gas market from τ1 until τ2, where τ2 is the opti-
mal time to abandon the gas market.

Additionally, we assume that both oil and gas reservoirs
are in the declining phase, with an exponentially declining
rate θI , with I ∈ {oil, gas}.

Under this scenario, function V is denoted by:

V (xoil,0, xgas,0) = sup
τ1

E
[ ∫ τ1

0

(Xoil,tRoil,0e
−θoilt−

Eoil)e
−rt

dt+ e
−rτ1 max

(
− Aoil, sup

τ2[ ∫ τ2

τ1

(Xgas,tRgas,0e
−θgast − Egas)e−r(t−τ1)

dt−

Agase
−r(τ2−τ1)

]
− S

)]
(27)

3.1.1 Abandonment Problem for the Gas Market

On equation 27, we can identify
supτ2 E

[ ∫ τ2
τ1

(Xgas,tRgas,0e
−θgast − Egas)e

−r(t−τ1)dt −
Agase

−r(τ2−τ1)
]

as a similar value function of the aban-
donment problem – equation 7. Thus, this part of the
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problem can be solved in a similar way as the one devel-
oped on section 2.2. Using this reasoning, let’s denote
by V2(xgas,0|τ1) = supτ2 E

[ ∫ τ2
τ1

(Xgas,tRgas,0e
−θgast −

Egas)e
−r(t−τ1)dt−Agase−r(τ2−τ1)

]
.

V2(xgas,0|τ1) = sup
τ2

E
(∫ τ2

τ1

(Xgas,tRgas,0e
−θgast−

Egas)e
−r(t−τ1)

dt− Agase−r(τ2−τ1)

)
= V̄2(ygas,0|τ1)−

Egas

r

(28)

where Ygas,s = Xgas,s+τ1e
−θgas(s+τ1) – thus, the initial

value of Ygas is denoted by ygas,0 and it is equal to
Xgas,τ1 , that we assume to be a fixed a known value,
for the abandonment option – and it is also a geomet-
ric brownian motion with drift rate α? = αgas − θgas
and volatility rate σgas, τ∗ = τ2 − τ1, g(Ygas,s) =

Ygas,sRgas,0, h(Ygas,τ∗) = −Agas+
Egas
r and V̄2(ygas|τ1) =

supτ∗ E(
∫ τ∗

0
g(Ygas,s)e

−rsds− e−rτ∗h(Ygas,τ∗)).
Furthermore, function V̄2(ygas,0|τ1) is similar to equa-

tion 2. Therefore, in the boundary region, function V̄2

must satisfy equation 5:

1

2
σ2
gasY

2
gasV̄

′′
2 (Ygas) + α?YgasV̄

′
2(Ygas)− rV̄2(Ygas)

+YgasRgas,0 = 0

(29)

Equation 29 is similar to equation 9, therefore a possible
solution should be given by equation 10:

V̄2(ygas) = A1y
β2
gas +

Rgas,0ygas
r + θgas − αgas

(30)

where β2 is the negative root of function Q(β), defined by
equation 11.

In order to obtain A1 and for ygasE2 , that represents the
threshold gas price, in which it is optimal to abandon
the gas field, we use the value matching and the smooth-
pasting conditions:

V̄2(ygasE2 ) = h(ygasE2 )

A1 =
(
−Agas +

Egas

r
−

Rgas,0y
gas
E2

r + θgas − αgas

)
(ygasE2 )−β2 (31)

Now, by using the smooth-pasting condition and result
31, we obtain:

∂V̄2

∂ygas

∣∣∣∣
ygas=y

gas
E2

=
∂h

∂ygas

∣∣∣∣
ygas=y

gas
E2

ygasE2 =

Egas
r
−Agas

β2 − 1

[r − (αgas − θgas)]β2
Rgas,0

(32)

Value function V̄2 is given by equation 30, with constant
A1 defined as 31.

3.1.2 Switching and Abandonment Problem for the
Oil Market

After solving part of the initial equation 27, we can rewrite
it as:

V (yoil,0, ygas,0) = sup
τ1

E
[ ∫ τ1

0

(Xoil,tRoil,0e
−θoilt − Eoil)e−rtdt

+ e
−rτ1 max

(
− Aoil, V̄2(ygas,0|τ1)− S −

Egas

r

)]
= V̄1(yoil,0)−

Eoil

r
(33)

where process Yoil is a geometric Brownian motion, with
drift rate αoil − θoil, volatility rate σoil and initial value
yoil,0 = xoil,0, g(Yoil,t) = Yoil,tRoil,0, h(Ygas,τ1) = Eoil

r +

max(−Aoil, V̄2(ygas,0|τ1) − S − Egas
r ) and V̄1(yoil,0) =

supτ1 E[
∫ τ1

0
g(Yoil,t)e

−rtdt+ e−rτ1h(Ygas,τ1)].
Additionally, since V̄1(yoil,0) is similar to equation 2, it

must satisfy equation 5, in the continuation region. Thus,

1

2
σ
2
oilY

2
oil

∂2V̄1

∂y2oil
+

1

2
σ
2
gasY

2
gas

∂2V̄1

∂y2gas
+ ρσoilσgasYoilYgas

∂2V̄1

∂yoil∂ygas
+

(αoil − θoil)Yoil
∂V̄1

∂yoil
+ (αgas − θgas)Ygas

∂V̄1

∂ygas
− rV̄1 + YoilRoil,0 = 0

(34)

Since the terminal function h has two components on
the maximum operator – one related with the possibil-
ity of directly exit the oil field, the other related with
the switching option, a possible solution for equation 34
should include a part related with the value of the switch-
ing option, given by AY βoilY

η
gas, a part related with the oil

abandonment option, which is given by BY γoil, where A
and B are constants to be determine, and, finally, a part
related with the profit flow per unit of time of the oil ex-
traction, which is given by YoilRoil,0

r−(αoil−θoil) . Therefore, a pos-
sible solution might be given by:

V̄1(Yoil, Ygas) = AY βoilY
η
gas +BY γoil +

YoilRoil,0

r − (αoil − θoil)
(35)

Based on the economical value of the options, in some
particular cases, we can define some restrictions on β, η
and γ, . By defining A(Yoil) = BY γoil as the value of the oil
abandonment option and S(Yoil, Ygas) = AY βoilY

η
gas as the

value of the switching option, we conclude that:

• When the gas price tends to infinite, it is always op-
timal to exercise the switching option. Therefore,
η > 0.

• When the oil price tends to 0, it is always optimal to
exercise the switching option. Therefore, β < 0.

• When the oil price tends to 0, it is always optimal to
exercise the abandonment option. Therefore, γ < 0.

By using equation 35 on equation 34, we can set some
constraints to V̄1:

AY βoilY
η
gasQ2(β, η) +BY γoilQ1(γ) = 0 (36)

where Q1(β, η) = 1
2σ

2
oilβ(β − 1) + 1

2σ
2
gasη(η − 1) +

ρσoilσgasβη + (αoil − θoil)β + (αgas − θgas)η − r, Q2(γ) =
1
2σ

2
oilγ(γ − 1) + (αoil − θoil)γ − r. In this case, we want

to set β, η and γ such that they are roots of Q1(β, η) and
Q2(γ), respectively.
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Additionally, the value function must satisfy the value-
matching and the smooth-pasting conditions. In our par-
ticular case, since we are dealing with two options embed-
ded on the same value function, we will have two value-
matching conditions: one for the abandonment case and
another one for the switching case. Thus, the value match-
ing condition imply that:

V̄1(y
oil
E1, y

gas
E1 ) =

Eoil

r
− Aoil, abandonment case (37)

V̄1(y
oil
S , y

gas
S ) =

Eoil

r
+ V̄2(y

gas
S |τ1)− S −

Egas

r
, switching case (38)

where yoilE1 and ygasE1 correspond to the maximum oil and
gas prices, respectively, in which it is optimal to exit the
oil market directly, and yoilS and ygasS correspond to the
threshold oil and gas prices, respectively, that will set
a boundary between a continuation and a switching re-
gions.

Since each of the value matching conditions are func-
tions of two different threshold prices, we will have two
smooth-pasting conditions for each value matching condi-
tions:

∂V̄1

∂yoil

∣∣∣∣
yoil=y

oil
E1
,ygas=y

gas
E1

= 0 abandonment case (39)

∂V̄1

∂ygas

∣∣∣∣
yoil=y

oil
E1
,ygas=y

gas
E1

= 0 abandonment case (40)

∂V̄1

∂yoil

∣∣∣∣
yoil=y

oil
S
,ygas=y

gas
S

= 0 switching case (41)

∂V̄1

∂ygas

∣∣∣∣
yoil=y

oil
S
,ygas=y

gas
S

=
∂V̄2

∂ygas

∣∣∣∣
ygas=y

gas
S

switching case (42)

By using equations 37, 39 and 40 , we obtain the values
of constants A and B, as well as the value of the threshold
price yoilE1. The value of A will be dependent on ygasE1 :

yoilE1 =
r − (αoil − θoil)

Roil,0

(
Eoil

r
−Aoil

)
γ

γ − 1
(43)

B = −

(
Roil,0

r − (αoil − θoil)

)γ(
γ

γ − 1

)1−γ(
Eoil

r
−Aoil

)1−γ

(44)

A[y
gas
E1 ] =

(
Eoil

r
−Aoil

)1−β(
Roil,0

r − (αoil − θoil)

)β(
γ

γ − 1

)−β
(y
gas
E1 )

−η

(45)

Since two of the unknowns are already determined –
yoilE1 and B – and another one is a function of the re-
maining unknown variable – A[ygasE1 ]–, we are able to set
a system of nonlinear equation, that depends on the un-
knowns ygasE1 , yoilS , ygasS , β, η and γ, and that it is composed
by equations 38, 41, 42, Q1(β, η) = 0 and Q2(γ) = 0.
Since we have 6 unknowns, but only 5 equations, a quasi-
analytical method, similar to the one developed on section
2.3.1, will enable us to determine a frontier between the
abandonment, switching and continuation regions.

2nd Abandonment Option for
the Oil Market

1st Abandonment Option for
the Gas Market

Fix ygasE1

3rd Switching Option
Boundary between

abandonment, switching and
continuation regions

a) Determination of yoilE1 , by equa-
tion 43
b) Determination of B, by equation
44

a) Determination of ygasE2 , by equa-
tion 32
b) Determination of A1, by equa-
tion 31

Determination of yoilS , ygasS , β,
η and γ, by solving a system of
nonlinear equations, which includes
equations 38, 41, 42, Q1(β, η) = 0
and Q2(γ) = 0

Figure 1: Quasi-analytical method for the joint abando-
ment and switching options.

3.2. Quasi-analytical Method for the joint Abandonment
and Switching options

In this section, we propose a possible algorithm to ob-
tain the solution for the joint abandonment and switching
problem. The algorithm is outlined on figure 1.

Since this quasi-analytical method deals with non-linear
equations, the determination of the 5 unknowns yoilS , ygasS ,
β, η and γ is based on numerical methods, such as New-
ton’s Method. In fact, this method is going to be used on
section 4, in order to obtain some results and to perform
a sensibility analysis.

4. Numerical Results
In this section, we will present the results for the aban-
donment option, switching option and for the joint aban-
donment and switching options.

For the individuals abandonment and switching op-
tions, the results were obtained through the models pre-
sented on section 2 and for the joint options, we will use
the expressions derived on section 3. All the results were
based on the input data on table 1, that were obtained on
[4].

Table 1: Input parameters for the individual and joint
abandonment and switching models.

Internal Factors
Symbol Value Units Description
θoil 15.5% Oil production decline rate
θgas 15.5% Gas production decline rate
Eoil 500 mill USD Yearly oil production cost
Egas 500 mill USD Yearly gas production cost
Roil,0 2.0 mill Sm3 Initial oil production output
Rgas,0 15.0 bill Sm3 Initial gas production output

External Factor
Symbol Value Units Description
σoil 33.80% Annualized volatility oil price
σgas 26.74% Annualized volatility gas price
αoil 0.42% Oil drift-rate
αgas 0.51% Gas drift-rate
r 3% Risk-free rate

Aoil 1000 mill USD Oil abandonment cost
Agas 1000 mill USD Gas abandonment cost
S 1000 mill USD Switching cost
ρ 18.38% Correlation between oil and gas prices

4.0.1 Abandonment Model

In the abandonment option, we were able to obtain y∗

through equation 14. Since this value is related to process
Y = {Yt = Xte

−θoilt, t ≥ 0} that is a transformation of the
original oil price X, this threshold value gives us the cur-
rent threshold price, since Yt corresponds to the present
value of the the dynamic threshold price. Therefore, the
optimal decision value x∗t is, in fact, dynamic and given by
x∗t = y∗eθoilt.
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In this case – using table 1 –, y∗ is equal to 27.47
USD/bbl and x∗t is represented by figure 2, that shows us
how the threshold price evolves with time:

2 4 6 8 10 12 14
t

50

100

150

200

250

x

Figure 2: Threshold oil price x∗t as a function of time.

The threshold price is increasing with time. This means
that the likelihood of the company exercising its abandon-
ment option is increasing. This was an expected charac-
teristic, since we are modeling reservoirs in a declining
phase. Furthermore, if the current downward pressures
in the oil market will be maintain in the next years, with
oil prices under 50 USD/bbl, the company should start the
decommissioning process in, approximately, 4 years.

4.0.2 Switching Model

For the switching option, we used the quasi-analytical ap-
proach explained on section 2.3.1. We obtained a bound-
ary between the switching and the continuation regions,
as a function of the current threshold oil price, Ŷoil, and
the threshold gas price, X̂gas. Notice that, the threshold
gas price does depend on the processXgas. Therefore, this
price does not depend on time, unlike the current thresh-
old oil price.
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40
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y_oil

Figure 3: Current boundary between switching and con-
tinuation regions, for the switching problem.

By figure 3, we conclude that, under the downward
pressures in the oil market, with current oil prices near
50 USD/bbl, the optimal decision depends on the the gas
prices. If the gas price is above 150 USD/10−3Sm3, the
company should remain in the oil market. On the oppo-
site case, if the gas price is below 150 USD/10−3Sm3, it is
optimal for the company to exercise its switching option
and starts the gas exploration.

In order to analyze the variation of threshold oil prices
through time, we obtained figure 4. As we can see,
the time dependence only affects the threshold oil prices,
since they are the only ones that were modeled through
process Yoil, instead of process Xoil. The effect of time on
these values is exponential, therefore, as time goes by, the
threshold oil prices increase and, ultimately, the switching
region increases in size. Therefore, it will be more likely
to exercise the switching option.

Figure 4: Boundary as a function of time, between switch-
ing and continuation regions, for the switching problem.

4.0.3 Abandonment and Switching Model

Since the method described on section 3 uses processes
Yoil and Ygas, the threshold prices are dynamic and in-
crease exponentially over time, with rate θoil and θgas,
respectively.
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Figure 5: yoilE1 as a function of ygasE1 .

Figure 5 specifies the relationship between the thresh-
old values yoilE1 and ygasE1 . We conclude that the gas prices
do not influence the decision of exit the oil field, until
ygasE1 reaches Y ∗ = 56.57 USD/10−3Sm3, which denotes
the gas prices in which −Aoil = V̄2(ygas,0|τ1) − S − Egas

r
and it starts to be optimal to exercise the switching option
rather than the abandonment option.

The optimal decision for a company should be such that
if the oil prices are below this threshold 27.47 USD/bbl
and the gas prices are below Y ∗ = 56.57 USD/10−3Sm3,
then the company should exit the oil market. If the prices
oil prices are still below 27.47 but the gas prices are above
56.57, then the company should switch from oil to gas
market. Finally, if the oil prices are above 27.47, the com-
pany should start to look up for evidences in the gas mar-
ket, in order to conclude if it should continue in the oil
market or if it should switch to gas exploration.

Additionally, since we modeled the oil and gas prices
via the processes Yoil and Ygas, we conclude that (x)oilE1,t

(x)gasE1,t increase exponentially. Therefore, as time goes
by, the stopping region for the oil market increases and
it starts to be more likely to exercise the abandonment
option.
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Figure 6: yoilS as a function of ygasS .

Figure 6 allows us to understand in which circum-
stances a company should switch from oil to gas explo-
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ration, subject to the fact the current oil price is above
27.47 USD/bbl. If the current oil and gas prices are below
the boundary, the company should exercise the switching
option. Otherwise, it should continue in the oil market.

Recall that, in our formulation for this problem, we also
included an abandonment option for the gas market, in
case the company to exercise the switching option. This
abandonment option was also modelled by process Ygas.
Therefore, we were able to obtain the current threshold
gas price ygasE2 , that, for this case, it is equal to 25.48
USD/10−3Sm3. This means that if the gas price is below
this value, the company should exercise its abandonment
option, in order to exit this market.

Additionally, we can see that this value influences the
minimum gas price in which it starts to be optimal to ex-
ercise the switching option. By observation of figure 6, we
see that it is never optimal to exercise the switching option
if the gas price is below 25.48. This characteristic was ex-
pected, since we assumed that the switching process was
instantaneous. Thus, it would not make sense to switch to
gas exploration, knowing that we should exit this market
right away.

Again, we conclude that the threshold oil and gas prices
– xoilS,t and xgasS,t , respectively –, increase exponentially with
time. This property expands the switching region, becom-
ing more likely to the company to exercise the switching
option. This is, once more, an expected characteristic, be-
cause, if a company is operating in the oil market and has
an oil field in a declining phase, the oil output is decreas-
ing exponentially, therefore it starts to make more sense
to exercise the switching option, rather then continue the
exploration of an oil field that is decreasing its output.
Furthermore, under the current downward pressures on
commodities’ prices, the company should opt for exercis-
ing its switching option.

By comparing the results from the abandonment option
– section 4.0.1 – with the results from the joint abandon-
ment and switching options, we see that this extra com-
plexity influences the results for the threshold oil price,
since it reduces the abandonment area, by considering the
cases in which it is more optimal to exercise the switch-
ing option rather than the abandonment option – when
ygas > Y ∗. Additionally, this new method will imply a
different decision, when yoil > yoilE1:

• Using the method on section 2.2, the optimal decision
is always to continue operating in the oil market;

• While in the method on chapter 3, the optimal deci-
sion is dependent of both oil and gas prices, since it
might be to continue in the oil market or to switch to
the gas market.

While in the switching option, if a company enters in
the gas market, it won’t have any other chance to exit it,
in this new formulation, a company bear the risk of enter-
ing the gas market, by having an additional abandonment
option for the gas exploration. This property enables to
expand the switching region, as we can see, by comparing
figure 3 with 6.

Under the current financial environment, this extra
complexity enables the company to operate on the gas
market, with an additional gas abandonment option, that

acts as a hedging instrument in case the gas market is un-
der a downward pressure. For the abandonment model,
the company would continue operating on the oil mar-
ket, wasting the cash flows from the gas market. For the
switching model, the company would be operating on the
gas market, but it would not have any indication about
the best time to exit this market.

Therefore, the switching and abandonment model
works as decision support model for the company, with
the ability of giving the optimal decision about the exer-
cise of each underlying option.

4.1. Comparative Statics
In order to assess the sensibility of the threshold oil and
gas prices to oil and gas volatility, we performed a com-
parative statics analysis for these parameters. We used
FindRoot function of the software Mathematica.

4.1.1 Oil Volatility

The oil volatility σoil impacts yoilE1, yoilS and ygasS . There-
fore, in order to assess the impact of σoil on these current
prices, we variated σoil in the range [0, 1].

• Impact on yoilE1 – Figure 7:
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Figure 7: Sensibility analysis of σoil on yoilE1.

An increase on σoil reflects a riskier oil market, in
which the company might be subject to potential up-
sides or downside on the oil prices. Therefore, un-
der such conditions, the company might be exposed
to potential benefits, if a price hike happens. Since
the company owns two different options when oper-
ates in the oil market (switching and abandonment
options), these options act as hedging instruments.
Thus, it might be better to wait a little longer for po-
tential upsides in the oil market, than exit the market
definitively. Therefore, as σoil increases, it starts to
be more optimal to wait for potential upsides in the
oil market and to not exercise the oil abandonment
option.

• Impact on yoilS and ygasS – Figures 8 and 9:

The increase of σoil reflects a more volatile oil market,
in which the company is exposed to both potential
increases or decreases in the oil prices.

This statement is incorporated on yoilS and ygasS , but
in a different way of the previous analysis. For high
values of volatility (60% – 100%), there exists a high
instability on the oil prices. In these cases, it is better
to exit the oil market, by first exploring the gas field.
For markets with less volatility, it is better to wait a
little more for potential upsides on the oil market.
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Figure 8: Sensibility analysis of σoil on yoilS .
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Figure 9: Sensibility analysis of σoil on ygasS .

By the previous results, we conclude that the volatility
of the oil market shapes the optimal decisions of a com-
pany. By contrast of the previous results, the impact on
the decisions in not strictly monotonic and also differs on
the threshold under analysis.

The decision of exit directly the oil market should be
such that high volatility markets are related with a longer
operating time on the market. But, for the decision of
switching to the gas market, extremely high values of
volatility tend the increase the likelihood of switching,
since it is better to bear the risk of the oil market, by
switching to a less volatile gas business. But, for medium
values of volatility, we identified a trend similar to the exit
threshold: as the volatility increases, it is better to stay in
the market and wait for possible upsides on the cash flows.

As such, the strategic decisions of the company are re-
ally shaped by the volatile environment of the market.

4.1.2 Gas Volatility

The gas volatility σgas impacts ygasE2 , Y ∗, yoilS and ygasS .
Therefore, in order to assess the impact of σgas on these
current prices, we will variate σgas in the range [0, 1].

• Impact on ygasE2 – Figure 10:
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Figure 10: Sensibility analysis of σgas on ygasE2 .

The increase of σgas reflects a more volatile gas mar-
ket, in which the company is exposed to both poten-
tial increases or decreases on the gas prices. But,
since the company owns a gas abandonment option,
that acts as a hedging instrument, it is better to wait
a little longer for potential upsides in the gas market,
than exit the market definitively. Therefore, as σgas
increases, it starts to be more optimal to wait for po-
tential upsides in the gas market and to not exercise

the gas abandonment option. This fact is well mod-
eled by this new formulation, since it decreases the
gas threshold ygasE2 and, consequently, it restricts the
stopping region, being less likely to exercise the oil
abandonment option.

• Impact on Y ∗ – Figure 11:
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Figure 11: Sensibility analysis of σgas on Y ∗.

The increase of σgas reflects a more volatile gas mar-
ket. The riskiness of this market can be associated
with increases or decreases on the gas prices. There-
fore, as the volatility increases, it starts to be optimal
to exercise the switching option, in order to be ex-
posed to potential upsides in the gas market. This
fact is well modeled by this new formulation, since
it decreases the gas threshold Y ∗ and, consequently,
it expands the switching region, being more likely to
exercise the switching option and to be exposed to
potential upsides in the gas prices, due to a more
volatile market.

• Impact on yoilS and ygasS – Figures 12 and 13:
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Figure 12: Sensibility analysis of σgas on yoilS .
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Figure 13: Sensibility analysis of σgas on ygasS .

The increase of σgas reflects a more volatile gas mar-
ket, in which it is much more risky to perform well,
but, at the same time, it is more likely to have positive
bursts in the gas prices. Therefore, as the volatility
on the gas market increases, it is optimal for the com-
pany to switch from oil to gas exploration, in order to
be exposed to potential increases on the gas prices.
We have to consider that the company owns an aban-
donment option when it enters on the gas market.
This option will act as an hedging instrument to neg-
ative trends on the prices, which the company could
exercise if the volatility acts negatively on the price,
rather than positively. This fact is well modeled by
this new formulation, since it increases both the oil
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and gas thresholds yoilS and ygasS and, consequently,
it expands the switching region, being more likely to
exercise the switching option.

By the previous results, we conclude that the volatility
of the gas market shapes the optimal decisions of a com-
pany.

The decision of exit directly the oil market should be
such that high volatility gas markets are related to a
shorter time in the oil market, with a tendency of exer-
cising the switching option, in order to be exposed to po-
tential benefits from a volatile gas market.

4.2. Estimation of the exercising times
In order to estimate the first exercising time, t1 – first mo-
ment in which the sample path exits the continuation re-
gion, by either entering at the oil stopping region or at the
switching region – and the second exercising time, t2 –
first time the sample path enters the gas abandonment re-
gion, after exercising the switching option –, we simulated
the sample prices for both commodities classes.

4.2.1 Results of the exercising times

To perform the estimation of the exercising times, we
will also need to define the thresholds yoilE1, ygasE2 , Y ∗ and
ythersholdS . All the values are presented on table 2 and will
be used for all the following analysis.

Table 2: Threshold oil and gas prices for simulating the
exercising times, t1 and t2.

Threshold price Value
yoilE1 27.4743 USD/bbl
ygasE2 25.4763 USD/(10−3Sm3)
Y ∗ 56.5746 USD/(10−3Sm3)

ythresholdS 58.6434 USD/(10−3Sm3)

Table 3: Estimation of the exercising times of t1 and t2.

Mean Median Standard Deviation Histogram
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At the current oil and gas prices3 and assuming a price
dynamics stated on table 1, the company should leave the
oil market as soon as possible. In case the company opts
for entering in the gas market, it is likely to maintain ac-
tivity for 1 years and 7 months.

By looking to the histograms of t1 and t2, we tested the
hypothesis of normality for both exercising times, using
the Shapiro-Wilk test[3].

3Current oil and gas prices correspond to the Crude Oil Futures price
and Natural Gas Futures price, respectively, on 29th April 2016 – 46.23
USD/bbl and 2.09 USD/MMBtu

The p-values for t1 and t2 were equal to 1.12862×10−57

and 0.419793, respectively. Therefore, for the common
levels of confidence (1%, 5% and 10%), we reject the as-
sumption of normality for t1 and accept for t2.

4.2.2 Sensibility analysis of the current oil and gas
prices on the exercising times

In order to assess the impact of the current oil and gas
prices on the exercising times, we obtained a plot for the
mean, median and standard deviation as a function of the
initial oil and gas prices.

Table 4: Sensibility analysis of exercising times on changes
on the underlying oil prices.
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By table 4, we conclude that:

1. The sensibility of t1 to changes on the current oil
prices is constant until a certain threshold ŷ ' 75
USD/bbl. Below this value, it is always optimal to
exit the oil market as soon as possible. This relation-
ship can arise from the fact that below this value, the
oil market is always less attractive than the gas mar-
ket. Therefore, it is better to exit the oil market and
switch to gas exploration, in order to be exposed to
the cash flows of the gas market.

2. Above this value, as the current oil increases, t1 in-
creases. Since a hike on the oil prices increases the
attractiveness of the oil market, we should expect to
continue to explore the oil reservoir for longer time.
Since we are concerned with oil reservoirs in the de-
clining phase, an extend increase in the oil price will
always lead to an exit from the market prior the next
one year.

3. Regarding the standard deviation of t1, this measure
has a similar pattern to the other metrics. Until a cer-
tain threshold ŷ ' 75 USD/bbl, the standard devia-
tion is almost zero, which implies that there is almost
no variability on the decision of exiting the oil mar-
ket right away. Therefore, it is almost certain that the
company will exit the oil market right away. Above
ŷ, a further increment on the current oil price, in-
creases the standard deviation. Therefore, a higher
current oil price is related with a less distinctive pat-
tern between the different simulated sample paths, in
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which some will exit earlier the continuation region
and other will exit later.

4. The current oil prices have a stronger impact on t1
than t2, since the graphs for t2 are much more spread
than the ones plotted for t1.

Now, we will present the results of the sensibility anal-
ysis for the current gas prices, which are summarized on
table 5.

Table 5: Sensibility analysis of exercising times on changes
on the underlying gas prices.
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By table 5, we conclude that:

1. As the current gas increases, the second exercising
time t2 increases. Since a hike on the gas prices
increases the attractiveness of the gas market, we
should expect to continue to explore the gas reser-
voir for longer time. Since we are concerned with gas
reservoirs in the declining phase, an extend increase
in the oil price will always lead to an exit from the
market prior the next five years.

2. Regarding the standard deviation of t2, this measure
decreases as the gas prices hike. Therefore, a higher
current gas price reflects on a higher distinctive pat-
tern between the different simulated sample paths.
This evidence might be related to the fact that a fur-
ther hike on the current gas prices will increase t2,
but, since we are dealing with reservoirs in a declin-
ing phase, all the sample paths are forced to leave
and this abandonment will be made in a more syn-
chronized way, with all the paths leaving at the same
instant of time, approximately.

3. The current gas prices do not influence the oil exit
times. This fact was already expected, because, even
with a gas price around 2 USD/MMBtu – table ?? –,
the company exits the oil market right away. There-
fore, a further hike on the current gas price will imply
that the gas market is even more attractive, but, since
the company already exits the market right away,
a further incentive to exit the market, cannot push
more the oil exit time.

In addition to the previous analysis, we also study the
influence of the underlying prices in the number of times

Table 6: Sensibility analysis of the number of times each
option was called by the company, by changing the under-
lying comodities’ price. The diameter of the bubbles are
proportional to the expected time until exit the oil market,
t1, for the oil sensibility, and proportional to the expected
time until exit the gas market t2, for the gas sensibility.

Oil Sensibility Gas Sensibility

Oil Abandonment
Option

Switching
Option

Gas Abandonment
Option

each option was called by the company. The results are
summarized on table 6.

By table 6, we conclude that:

1. Until the oil threshold ŷ ' 75 USD/bbl, all the sample
paths exit the oil market, by investing on the switch-
ing process. Therefore, until the price hits this thresh-
old, it is always optimal to switch to the gas market,
as soon as possible, as we can see by the diameter of
the circles, that represent the expected time t1, which
is always constant;

2. Once the oil price hits the threshold, a further hike
on the current oil prices will increase the number
of calls on the oil abandonment option, since it be-
comes more optimal to exit directly the oil market,
then invest on the switching process, which is highly
expensive. Recall that, in this case a company will
stay longer in the oil field, but it will eventually exit,
because the reservoir is in a declining phase. This re-
lationship is very spread and the maximum number
of calls of the oil abandonment option was only five;

3. Regarding the gas abandonment option sensibility to
changes on the current oil price, it is not certain that
the company will exit the gas market in the next five
years, if the company opts to switch to the market.
This insight can be supported by the number of call
on the gas abandonment option, when the oil price
is below the threshold. As we can see, until ŷ, the
company always exercise the switching option, but
sometimes it does not exercise the gas abandonment
option;

4. A further hike on the current gas prices does not af-
fect the number of switching options exercised. This
fact is again an evidence that the gas price does not
affects the exit of the oil market, because, even under
the current market conditions – gas price of approx-
imately 2 USD/MMBtu –, the company will always
exit the oil market by entering on the gas market, as
soon as possible. Therefore, a further incentive to exit
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this market, by increasing the current gas price, can-
not influence more the number of calls of the switch-
ing option or the time t1.;

5. Lastly, a further hike on the current gas price will de-
crease the number of calls of the gas abandonment
option and increase the time t2. This was an expected
insight, since an increase of the current gas price in-
crease the attractiveness of this market to the com-
pany, therefore it might wait a little longer to exit the
gas market or even wait more than 5 years and not
exercise the underlying option. Therefore, the com-
pany might be still operating the gas market on the
next 5 years.

5. Conclusions
The proposed model – switching and abandonment
model– introduced some extra complexities that brought
some important advantages:

1. The abandonment model only accounts for one of
two different decisions: either the company contin-
ues operating on the oil market or it exit directly the
reservoir, wasting the gas reserves and the profit po-
tential that can arise from it.

2. The switching model assess if it is better to continue
on the oil market or if it is better to switch to the gas
market. The new model includes two extra features:
it assesses if is better to exit directly or switching to
the gas market and includes a gas abandonment op-
tion. These features expands the switching region,
since the gas abandonment option acts as a hedging
instrument that allows the company to bear some ex-
tra risks regarding the gas market.

The new model is in fact central to assess properly the
strategic decisions of a company with a reservoir in a de-
clining phase, since it incorporates more underlying op-
tions – oil and gas abandonment options and switching
option – that act as hedging instruments for the company,
maximizing its expected profit in the long run.
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